
Paco Jaanson’s aged care and disability solutions are adaptable and allow 

�exibility when renovations or redesign is being considered. Benelli puts the 

user �rst so you can choose Paco Jaanson with con�dence.

Back Inlet

Mark centre line on wall.

General Information

1. Measure set-out & cut 

spigot accordingly.

Pan Connector Set-Out Connection End 

Cutting Height

Pan Connection End

Cutting Position

Pan connection 

Finish wall

Mark cutting position 

Pan foot level 

2. 3.

Maintenance

In2change0PJ022021

This product should be installed by a quali�ed 

builder in order for its optimal operation 

and for coverage of manufacturer’s warranty

Suitable for installation to comply to 

Australian Standard AS 1428.1-2009 

Design for access and mobility

IMPORTANT

185

195

All dimensions are in millimetres and are subject to 

normal manufacturing variations.  

Paco Jaanson reserves the right to vary the speci�cations 

at any time without notice.

Finish wall

Cut connection end to height 

Pan foot level 

185

Spigot Cutting

Length (Set-Out)

Centre Reference Mark

Cut spigot according to set-out

Finish wall

Set Out

Recommended set-out

dimension 190mm

Uniconnector set-out

range 90mm-210mm

20mm Optional 

O�set connector

100mm Pipe

PACO JAANSON FINE BATHROOMS
Telephone :1800 006 260

www.pacojaanson.com.au

Should service be required on your �oor pan, please contact your distributor.

Use only clean soap and water with a soft sponge or cloth. DO NOT USE ANY

DETERGENTS OR CREAM CLEANERS.

Cleaning Suggestions

The more

stars the more

WATER RATING
www.waterrating.gov.au

3.3 litres

In accordance with AS/NZS 6400

Licence No. 0218

Huida Sanitary Ware Co.,Ltd

280

Mark Centre Line

370

370

435

O55

O102

O80

Push Pan onto connector.4.

Install Floor 

Fixing 

Brackets.

5.

Finished

�oor

Level pan

Range 90mm-210mm

Push pan onto connector

180

D.80 Concealed 

Fixing Bracket

Plastic cap

Brass bush

Plastic 
sleeve

 Fixing bracket

bathroom innovations

      CARE PAN

    Rimless Floor Pan

Set-Out Details

S-Trap : 90-210mm Adjustable with P-S002 Connector

P-Trap : 180mm 

Vitreous China for added Hygiene

Fixings / Brackets - Floor �xing kit included

 

Care Back To Wall Floor Pan

HDC692-HEB

This toilet has been built from the

best availablematerials and has

been manufactured to the highest 

Australian & overseas standards.

The toilet is guaranteed by the

manufacturer for 1 year parts and 

labour and 15 years parts only. 

Failure to comply to these installation 

instructions will void this warranty.

15

Single �ap - Quality soft close seat with 

stainless steel hinges

Cut height for 180mm and pan 

connection end 195mm from the wall.

Refer to Plumbers Installation Instructions Overleaf

PAN FIXING PROCEDURES



Plumbers’ Installation Instructions

'S'- TRAP CONNECTOR FIXING PROCEDURE

Vario-bend S-Trap : 90 - 210mm Adjustable with P-S002 Connector

1. Mark centre line of the pan on �nished wall which is to be used as a guide when connecting the pan, as detailed in Step 2. 

2. Determine set-out “A” of existing pan connector, as detailed in Step 2.  Set-out range 80mm-185mm. 

3. Determine and mark the cutting length of the threaded spigot by measuring out the set-out dimension “A” from the centre reference

mark on the Vario-bend. Cut threaded spigot to size, as detailed in Step 2.

4. Fit Vario-bend to pan connector and determine cutting length of connection end to provide standard seal and centre height of 180mm.

Remove and cut to length as detailed in Step 2. 

5. Position �xing nut onto threaded spigot and re�t Vario-bend into pan connector. Mark top three centre hole positions of the �xing

nut  on the �nished wall. Determine and mark cutting position of pan connection end 275mm from �nished wall and remove connector,

as detailed in Step 2. 

6. Cut pan connection end at the front of the serration which is nearest to the mark. Remove any rough edges and camfer with �ne �le. 

7. Position rubber seal over the front of the Vario-bend and secure with �xing ring. Ensure tightness of �xing ring. 

8. Screw �xing nut on to threaded spigot end. Re�t Vario-bend into pan collar and secure �xing nut to wall with screws. Lubricate rubber

seal with soap solution to aid with pan outlet connection.

PAN FIXING PROCEDURE

Pan positioning and preparation:

1. Position and push pan into connector using the marked centre line of the foot of the pan (previously marked on wall).

2. Locate the cistern on the pan and check that the cistern is level (side to side) and aligned with the tiliing edges. Adjust pan position if necessary.

Floor Bracket �xing:

1. Position and push into connector using the marked centre line on the wall as a guide and locate the cistern onto the pan, checking that

the cistern aligns with the �nished wall. Adjust pan position if necessary. Remove the cistern and pan.

2. Locate the Concealed Fixing brackets into position on centre line of pan 270mm from the �nished wall and mark bracket �xing hole

centres on �nished �oor. Step 2.

3. Drill two holes in the marked positions on the �oor. The hole diameter is dependent on the type of �xing system and �oor �nish.

Secure brackets to �nished �oor.

4. Ensure that the area around the �oor is clean and free from building material.

5. Run a bead of acetic cured silicone sealant at a height of 8mm approximately fully around the foot of the pan which contact the �oor.

Use wedges around the foot base (if required) so that the maximum height of silicone sealant is not greater that 5mm on completion on bedding.

6. Connect pan to connector and locate plastic �xing sleeve and brass bush into holes in the pan. Fit screw into the bracket and tighten

pan to �oor while ensuring level, as detailed in Step 2.

IMPORTANT- DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN, AS THIS MAY CRACK THE PAN FOOT. Snap on plastic cap.

7. Provide support under the pan foot so that it is maintained in the levelled position while the silicone sealant sets.

Remove any excess sealant to provide a neat joint between the pan and the �oor. 

Allow at least 24 hours for the bedding sealant to set before use.
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3.3 litres
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Licence No. 0218

Huida Sanitary Ware Co.,Ltd
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